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GOD IS NOT FOUND BY YOUR BRAIN. 

 

This world is full of really smart people, but I have to tell you, your smarts will not help you find God. I 

think it was C.S. Lewis who commented, “everything we know comes through three sources: authority, 
reason, and experience.” 

Many things we believe simply on the basis of trusted AUTHORITY. As I kid, I had never been to Mexico, 

but I did not doubt that Mexico was real. People and books I trusted said it was there. 

I came to accept that when I look at stars, I literally see the into past. As fast as light is (if light curved, it 

would travel the earth 7 times in a second!) it takes THREE YEARS for the light of the CLOSEST star 

(besides the sun) to reach us. Some star light takes BILLIONS of years to reach us. 

In fact, you might be looking at a star that already blew up a million years ago and you would not know 

it. I came to accept all this first on the basis of authority (science books) but then through my own 

REASONING. 

Many things we get to know by EXPERIENCE. You may laugh, but when I got my first credit card, I did not 

know how it worked. For whatever reason, my parents had not taught me. I could not understand how I 

could buy all this stuff and only pay a minimum payment of say, $9.53 each month. I will never forget 

when reality showed up. I was checking-out of a Marshall’s store, my buggy filled with clothes, to then 
be told by the cashier I had exceeded my credit limit. Boy, was I embarrassed. I didn’t even know I had a 
credit limit! 

We know things by authority, reason, and experience. But we can never find God that way. 

We find God when he chooses to REVEAL himself to us. 

There is a joining of our will to trust God, together with the action of the Holy Spirit to acquaint us with 

his presence. The first movement though is always from God. 


